
 

 

  

    

1.Choose the correct answer. 

1. Which animal can fly . 

a) Sparrow  b) Lizard      c) Bat   d)  Cat  

2.  Children were playing _________ game . 

a) Hide and seek b) Plant fairy      c) Antakshari  d)  Chess  

3.   Animals who live in the water are called   animals. 

a) Reptiles                 b) Insects              c)    Aquatic   d)  Birds 

4. Water is not required ___________. 

a) Tea b) Running fans        c) Kneading dough              d) Plants to grow 

5. When water freezes it coverts in to 

a) water falls          b) Water fields         c)  Floods                         d) Ice        

6. Our  is our first school. 

a) Primary              b) school                  c) family                            d) None of these. 

7. Chhotu stores water in a  

.a) a mug     b) a bucket              c) a bowl                          d) a drum 

8. Chhotu lived in a . 

a) brick house           b) wooden house     c) pipe                            d) garage. 

9. We can decorate  her house with  . 

a) Flower petals        b) rangoli                c) leaves                          d) all of these. 

10. Starch obtain from cassava roots is called ______________ 

a) bhutta b) chapati               c) Dal  (d) Tapioca. 

11. A ____________imitate humas voice .  

a) Myna  b) Parrot          c) peacoak     d) all of these. 

12. Persons who talk through the sign language may be  . 

a) dumb b) deaf c) both dumb and deaf d) None of these. 

13. A dancer’s facial expression and hand movement called _________________. 

             a) excited b) sad c) angry d) Bhava and Mudras  

14.The  makes a ‘Koohu- Koohu’ sound. 

a) cuckoo b) parrot c) eagle d) pigeon. 
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15, The  eats dead animals. 

a) crow b) parrot c) Peacock d) Vulture. 

16. Appu likes  very much. 

a) Milk                   b) Banana                     c) Juice                               d) Mango. 

17. Cakes are baked in . 

a) an oven b) a tawa c) a frying pan d) None of these 

18  _______is a liquid cooking fuel. 

a) Gas b)Sunlight c) Coal d) Kerosene 

   Q2. Write word meanings of the followings. 

1) Animals -   _____________________________________________________ 

2) Habitat – ______________________________________________________  

3) Trunk – _______________________________________________________ 

4) Snow – ________________________________________________________ 

5) Dew – __________________________________________________________. 

6) Edible- ________________________________________________________ 

7) Soak – _________________________________________________________ 

8) Ling – hu- fen –- ________________________________________________ 

9) Garbage –  ____________________________________________________ 

10)   Sign language – ________________________________________________ 

11)  Deaf – ________________________________________________________ 

12)  Grooved – ____________________________________________________ 

13)  Fawn – _______________________________________________________ 

14)  Utensils – _____________________________________________________ 

15)  Steam – ________________________________________________________ 

  Q3.  Fill in the blanks. 

1) Rats have poor __________    . 

2) __________   is solid forms of water. 

3) The woodpecker eats insects hidden in the __________  . 

4) __________   remain awake the whole night. 

5) Chhotu sleeps __________  the pipe. 

6) All of us cannot __________  everything well. 

7) Yamini’s mother is __________   with her because she broke the bottle of pickle. 

8) The parrot has a curved __________   



 

 

9) .Plants need __________   for living. 

10) Appu gets __________  from the banana trees. 

11) The __________  is the fastest way to travel between two big cities. 

12) When you go for a school picnic in a group, you will travel in a __________  . 

13) Onion is a vegetable which can be eaten both raw and __________  . 

14) The ___________  _ can rotate its neck  backward to a large extent. 

15) The __________   weaves webs on the wall     

     Q4. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements. 

 

1) Very less rain causes floods.  

2) Fish have feet foe swimming  .  

3) We learn many things from our family much before we learn from anywhere else.  

4) Mosquitoes live in our home as uninvited guests.  

5) Chhotu’s house is divided into two parts.  

6) Chhutki was being fed milk by Vipul’s mami.  

7) In Goa people use mustard oil for cooking   

8) In Schools, we can learn many things from each other. 

9) A child who is afraid of dogs will be excited on seeing a big dog.  

10) The owl sleeps at night.  

11) The crow can copy people’s voices.  

12) Appu poured water on the banana trees with his trunk.  

13) Clouds can be grey, white or black in color.  

14) All utensils are made of aluminum.  

15) The metro train runs by electricity. 

Q5 .Circle the odd one out. 

 

1) Bathroom                     - Soap ,  Tub,       Mug,               Microwave,  

2) Occupation                  - Cobbler ,        Barber ,         Hospi t a l ,    Mason,  

3) Bake food                     - Cake ,             Biscuits,      Pastry,                Pooris 

4) Road transport             - Bus,                    Truck ,  Aeroplane,         Scooter  

5) Bird    - Parrot ,              Spar row ,          Owl ,                   Fish,  

6) Bedroom                      - Stove ,            bed,             Almirah,       Dressing table 

7) Water container           - Bucket ,             Bottle                    Pot  ,                    table,  

8) Animals that walk        - Cow,                 Lion,                      Snake,                  Dog,            



 

 

Q6. Colour the rainbow in proper sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q5a. Match the animals with their sound . 

 

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  b.     Match the following  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Q6. Answer in one word or one sentence. 

1. Name some vegetable that can be eaten both raw and cooked ? 

Ans- _________________________________________________________ 

       2 Name the electrical appliances used in the kitchen ?. 

 A B 

1. Horse  Click 

2. Dolphin  Neigh 

3. Bear  Chatter 

4. Kangaroo Growl 

5. Frog Grunt  

6. Rooster Roar  

7. Tiger  Croak 

 A B 

1. Vulture  flies very high 

2. Parrot does Kau kau 

3. Tailor Bird uses it’s beak like a needle     

4. Peacock Eat fruits and chillies 

5. Crow start crying allowed before rain starts 

 A B 

1. Motorcycle  diesel or gas 

2. Bicycle patrol 

3. Metro train Human paddling     

4. Truck horse 

5. Tonga    electricity 

 



 

 

Ans- _________________________________________________________ 

              3.What sheltered Chhotu from rain when he first come to Mumbai? 

Ans- -_________________________________________________________.  

              4.Where in our house do we usually find birds? 

Ans-_________________________________________________________ 

              5.Nane any two means of transport ? 

Ans  -_________________________________________________________. 

               6.Which parts of the plant called food factory ? 

Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

             7.Write the name of some cooking method ? 

Ans -_________________________________________________________. 

              8.Can a train move anywhere ? Why ? 

Ans-_________________________________________________________ 

9.What is the main source of food for the eagle? 

Ans-_________________________________________________________ 

              10.Where do pigeons usually make their nests? 

Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

       11.Which famous South Indian dish is cooked by steaming? 

Ans-_________________________________________________________.. 

            12.Name an electrical appliance used in the kitchen. 

Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

13.Name three dishes which can be cooked by boiling. 

Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

             14.Which gives more smoke from the flame, a gas stove or a coal chulha? 

Ans -_________________________________________________________.  

Q8. Answer following questions. 

 

        Q1.What is the main source of food for the eagle? 

        Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

         Q 2. What parts of the bird help them to fly? 

         Ans- -_________________________________________________________. 



 

 

         Q 3.Why is the family our first school? 

        Ans--_________________________________________________________. 

         Q4.Why did Chhotu need a house in Mumbai? 

      Ans-_________________________________________________________.. 

         Q 5.Where does Chhotu hang his clothes to dry? 

Ans-_________________________________________________________.                                                                

Q6.Name any five uninvited guests who live in our houses. 

      Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

         Q 7.Why do we need to store water? 

      Ans- _________________________________________________________ 

         Q8.Who are vegetarians and non-vegetarians ? 

       Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

         Q 9.Who can eat solid food easily? 

      Ans -_________________________________________________________. 

          Q10.What is meant by  roads of iron ? 

         Ans-  ______________________________________________________________. 

          11.People who cannot hear how do they understand other talk ? 

       Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

         12.What game is played without speaking ? 

      Ans. -_________________________________________________________. 

          13.What promise did Appu make to the banana tree 

       Ans -_________________________________________________________. 

         14.Why is a rainbow wonderful? 

        Ans-_________________________________________________________. 

Q-8. Write the name of the fueQ-8. Write the name of the fuel being used in the pictures show 

1.  Kerosene            2. Wood and and Cow dung cake         3.  Sunlight            4.Gas 

 
11. Draw a picture showing root and shoot system of plant. 


